EXECUTIVE AND
LEADERSHIP COACHING
For over 30 years the team at Smart Tribes Institute (STI) has
been helping leaders achieve remarkable results. STI helps
companies get reliable revenue, passionate teams, and profitable
growth via their potent neuroscience techniques that profoundly
boost leadership, enrollment and engagement.

Christine Comaford
NeuroscienceBased
Leadership & Culture Coach
CEO, Smart Tribes Institute

A company’s success and culture is a direct reflection of both the CEO and the leaders in key roles. All top
athletes have coaches, and every gamechanging executive does too. It has been statistically shown that leaders
with a coach consistently outperform those that don’t have one. Coaching is the most effective way to see into
your blind spots, enhance your vision, and reduce or remove
challenging behaviors as the executive optimizes
“When I first met Christine I wasn’t sure what the return on
their ability to lead themselves, lead others
investment in coaching could truly be. Now I know what it is: I think
and lead the business.
bigger working with Christine—we will double (or greater) our
revenue this year as a result of my increased ability to create
new strategies, expand my vision, see into my blind spots. She
helped me create accountability structures and communication
rhythms so everyone is aligned and charging forward. In less than
We provide two types of coaching:
120 days we closed the largest deal in our company’s history using

ABOUT OUR COACHING
PROGRAMS

the strategy Christine and I created together. I know what’s going to
happen next—we’ll exceed our sales quota. Again. This is now how
we roll. Thanks, STI! Thanks, Christine!”
~Sharon MacDonald, CEO, Model 55
“From our first conversation, Christine asked me questions no coach
or consultant ever had. In the first ninety days we created and
communicated a compelling new mission, vision, and set of
values—which tangibly increased engagement and alignment within
our entire company, launched a vibrant innovation program—which
yielded the first results within fortyeight hours—and rolled out
new accountability structures. Our leaders are more focused, more
clear in their communication and directives, more accountable, and
more influential; most importantly, the energy behind the innovative
process is palpable. STI has positively and profoundly positioned us
for future growth.”
~Jeff Hoffman, Vice President and General Manager,
Baxter Manufacturing

Foundation: This is type of coaching is ideal for
executives who want basic coaching support
and results with a limited time commitment. A
one year program includes:
2 coaching sessions per month (of 90 mins
each)
4 90minute webinars for your team  to be
delivered during coaching sessions
Investment: $1750+/month for a senior
coach, occasionally Christine Comaford
provides this level of coaching for
$3500/month. If interested, please inquire as
to whether she has availability.
*Investment & deliverables for shorter term
Foundation Coaching differs from above –
please discuss with your STI representative

www.SmartTribesInstitute.com
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Growth: This type of coaching is ideal for executives in rapid growth, turnaround
or new business launch scenarios where the stakes are high and business
strategy combined with coaching is key. A one year program includes:
2 coaching sessions per month (of 90 mins each)
Email support, document review, etc outside of coaching sessions
4 90minute webinars for your team  to be delivered in addition to coaching
sessions
A 360 Assessment for the executive being coached
SmartTribes Playbook: our top Leadership, Culture, and Sales resources – over
$30,000 worth of our most effective structures, templates, compensation plans,
sales processes, cultural rituals, leadership codes of conduct, and more.
Investment: $5000+/month for Christine Comaford or $2500/month for a senior
coach
*Investment & deliverables for shorter term Growth Coaching differs from above – please discuss with your STI
representative.

HOW COACHING WORKS
Regardless of the type of coaching, when we
work together we will:
Discover the real reasons you’ve
struggled to achieve what you desire with
your company… so you can finally get the
results you want. Most executives who try
to figure out their challenges on their own
miss the hidden but incredibly important
issues that are truly impacting their
company, their team and their bottom line.
We work with you to adapt your own
leadership style to get the most from your
team, your resources, yourself.
Get you clear and powerfully in action
on what you want and the necessary
behaviors on how to get there. Distinct
from strategic work, coaching looks at our
personal ability to align our behaviors with
the strategies that have been set out.
Look objectively at your thinking &
decision making framework. Discover
your blind spots. You can’t see your own
blind spots – that’s why they are called
blind spots. You exist within a framework
of thinking and decision making that has
gotten you everything you have – all the
success and all the challenges. Trying to
solve our problems from our current
model of thinking won’t work.

“STI has helped us ‘up’ our own high expectations of ourselves. We
have streamlined our sales process and provided our team with new
tools and techniques, our marketing is more effective and ROIfocused
than ever, and our implementation process is tight and run by a cross
functional team. The best part is that I have more energy, focus, and
time than ever before. Our new incentive plans, accountability
structure, executive team code of conduct, ranking of high and
lowvalue activities, and other techniques have provided the
executive team members with five to ten hours of strategic time
per person each week. I knew we had a great team, and I see now
that they’re capable of far more than I could’ve dreamed. Thanks, STI!”
~Jason Beans, CEO, Rising Medical Solutions

“Before I started coaching with Christine my company was growing
slowly, without a solid plan. In the first four months working with
Christine, we’ve created a solid marketing plan, additional revenue
streams and a reliable revenue plan, a staffing plan, standard
operating procedures for our most crucial company functions, made 2
key hires and I finally feel on top of my business. In addition to
coaching me, Christine trained my team on the latest marketing
techniques and on Needle Movers to ensure we’re setting solid
markers for growth. She’s a reliable, trusted advisor that I can share
anything with—she always has a plan, strategy, resource for me when
I need it. Four months into working with Christine we’ve
increased our revenue numbers for the year by over 30%. With
Christine’s guidance and support our business is on a growth
trajectory I never would have imagined!”
~Betty Bodenweiser CEO, Foundation for Learning
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Together we decode your thinking process and look at how to shift perspectives and critical
reasoning to create higher levels of success.
Decode your relationship to success. Companies reach key inflection points where they
have the opportunity to accelerate their business to the next level. To seize these
opportunities requires an ability to identify these critical points and create a new relationship
to one’s identity as a leader. We will decode your relationship to success so that you don’t
miss those massive opportunities, plus reshape your leadership abilities and style so you
can congruently lead your team into a much larger game.
Align all the parts of you that are in conflict with the results you want in your work and in
your life. We’ll dissolve inner conflict and struggle around: making decisions, showing up confident and powerful to your
team and Board, and coach you into experiencing a level of peace and joy that you never have had around your business
and personal life.

STRUCTURE AND SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM

“Christine Comaford has been my coach for 90
days, and WOW have I been blown away from
the results. Christine has helped me:
• Craft my direct and indirect sales strategy and
compensation plan
• Structure my corporation, advisory board and
compensation plan
• Get and maintain velocity in my weekly
performance
• Handle key time management and personnel
issues
• Get clear on my key priorities
• Get rid of the mental hurdles I’ve had to getting
what I truly want
She’s a solid resource for building my business. I
know I can count on her to watch my back, always
have a fresh perspective, and help me navigate
the complex business environment. You want her
on your team.”
~David Hassell, CEO 15Five
Former President EO San Francisco Chapter

Service Delivery: Your preselected coach will provide all
coaching services. They will lead all additional services, and
may bring in additional team members to assist as specified in
advance.
Frequency: Your coach will meet with you twice per month and
will invest 610 hours monthly on your growth. You may email
between meetings as needed to help you get the results you
want. Time is our most valuable asset. We value our time
together and are prepared and efficient in our meetings.
Location: Our meetings will be via phone or gotomeeting
unless you are in the San Francisco Bay area or your coach is
in your area. We will do our utmost to coach you in person one
or more times per year.
Duration: Our commitment is to your results. If your results
require more time, we will provide it. If we feel too much time is
being spent, we will communicate this.
Relationship: Our relationship is 100% confidential. Your
coach is your confidant, your friend who says what must be
said, the person who is totally dedicated to helping you grow as
a leader and human being. Everything you share is
confidential.
Length of Engagement: We generally start with a one year
program, unless specified otherwise in your Services
Agreement, which will automatically renew monthly thereafter.
We both have an option to end our engagement within the first
90 days if we feel there isn’t the right “fit.”

Scope: Our goal to get you the most impactful results. We’ll formulate a plan together, and you will implement it. If you
seek implementation help, we will discuss this for a separate fee. Additional services are billed prior to service delivery.
Included within the first year of coaching are 4 one hour minitrainings via phone/video conferencing. Please see
descriptions below, and note your team is welcome to join these sessions.
How to Get the Most From Working Together: We coach executives, teams and companies ready and committed to
growth. Please know that there is nothing specifically required of you to participate in our work together other than
showing up to the meetings and being committed to getting something of value for yourself.
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The most valuable topics we can discuss, and you can bring to each meeting, are:
Challenges you are having (leadership or personal, if affecting your performance)
Areas in your leadership you would like to grow
People, communication, influence, team dynamics or social dynamic challenges
Personal experiences you would like to shift or change around a specific topic
Business strategy support you are seeking
Places you feel stuck or don’t understand why you are having the results you are having
Here’s the commitment we ask of you:
You don’t need to be coachable. You do need to desire growth and evolution.
Schedule meetings when requested, reschedule with 72 business hours advanced notice.
Be punctual for all meetings.
Email your coach with your top 3 issues 24 hours before each meeting to get the most out of our time together.
Ask for what you need, so we may provide it to you. If you don’t know what you need, say so and we’ll discover it
together.
“If you want to gain tremendous clarity on your
Apply what we teach you in our Training Segments.
business strategy and priorities, consider STI. STI’s
best value comes in changing mindsets and improving
strategies in an environment that is ready to rapidly grow.
Neuroscience of Leadership:
If you’re a CEO or executive on a rapid growth
Lead with greater results using the SmartTribe Accelerators
trajectory, and you want to be the best leader possible
and the latest neuroscience techniques. Results: Leaders are
for your team, with STI you’ll experience unparalleled
respected more, followed more, loved more and more present,
levels of insight, growth, and support.
accountable, clear communicators, more influential and
I also benefitted from STI’s help in crafting our fundraising
powerful, and creators of sustainable winwin cultures.
story, setting metrics for team performance and structuring
deal terms. We’re highly profitable, are diversifying into
Neuroscience of Optimal Teams:
new markets, revenues continue to exceed our
Diagnose and heal all culture and team challenges by using
projections, and our team in deeply coming together.
the most effective cultural, accountability and behavior
Thanks STI!”
modification structures. Results: Increased team alignment,

WEBINAR SUMMARIES

feelings of safety, belonging, and mattering to the company at
large. The netnet is improved results, accountability and
morale.

~Sabetay Palatchi, CEO General Financial

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Neuroscience of Influencing Outcomes:
Influence clients, team members, prospects, board members,
people in general by learning how to join their frame of
reference. Results: Greater impact of and receptivity to your
communication, more productive & accurate team
communication, deeper trust, better listening. The netnet is
stronger relationships with key stakeholders.

We’re thrilled by the results our executive coaching clients
consistently report to us. They include:
Individuals become 35%50% more productive
Sales are closed 50%+ faster
Sales close rate is increased by 44%+
Marketing messages are 300%+ more effective
Revenues and profits increase by up to 210% annually
Individuals are 73%+ more emotionally engaged, loyal,
accountable, and ownershipfocused
New products and services are created 48%+ faster

Neuroscience of Navigating Change:
Shift from a problemfocused culture to outcomeorientation by
understanding your primary orientation and how to flip it.
Results: When applied these tools encourage internal
motivation from team members, high accountability and
increase team members' selfownership of key initiatives.
Cultures shift from seeing the problems to actively creating the
outcomes they desire

NEXT STEPS
Contact us at 4153206580
or Ops@SmartTribesInstitute.com to discuss your
Executive and Leadership Coaching
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